GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

08/16/2015

HIGHLIGHTS

WATER IS ON FIRE IN SORAGA
August 15th celebrations with wonderful fireworks today at 9.30 p.m. by
the “Lach de Soraga” (lake of Soraga in Ladin) which, as well as the lake
Fedaia, is an artificial basin. Sky is lighted up by a bright explosion of
colours and sounds illuminating the night of Soraga. . The lake basin,
extends till Moena and is the perfect location for a fireworks show
because of lights reflecting in the water seem to multiply and the
Dolomites peaks emphasizing the sounds. Moreover, the lake shore is
wide and offers numerous places for the public to attend the show from
the first line. The location is reachable from the village centers with an
easy stroll after dinner.
The “Lach de Soraga” (in the pic) realised after the First WW to feed the
hydroelectric plant of Predazzo in Val di Fiemme.

Today in the valley
DOLOMITI TENNIS CUP

Itineraries
FROM PORDOI PASS, TO PIZ AND BOÈ REFUGE

SPORTING CENTRE NAVALGE – MOENA WHOLE DAY

From Pordoi pass (m 2.239) ascend by cable car to Sass Pordoi (m
2.950), descending then on small rocks to the near namesake
saddle (0.20 h). Go on straight and take path n. 638 that leads to
the base of Piz Boè. Climb again, along the southern face, on
terraces and detritus ledges, reaching the peak beside Capanna
Piz Fassa at 3.125 metres (1.15 h; 1.35 hrs). After a break to enjoy
the panorama that surrounds you, descend along the north-western
face, pass over it through a ledge equipped with a rope, a rocky
jump to reach quickly Boè refuge at 2.871 meters (0.30 h; 2.10 hrs).
Come back to Pordoi saddle (0.45 h; 2.50 hrs), crossing the
terraces that mark the base of Piz Boè. Go back to the cable car,
ascending again to Sass Pordoi (0.20 h; 3.10 hrs).

Closing and awarding ceremony of the local tennis trophy.

“LOOK AHEAD” IN SHOW
EVENTS PAVILION – VIGO 9 P.M.

The talented regional acting company “Artegiovane” performs music
and visual entertainment with theatre show.

NEGRITELLA CHOIR
EVENTS PAVILION –ISCHIA/CAMPITELLO 9 P.M.

The choir from Val di Fiemme performs popular traditional songs.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST 17 10 A.M. - CANAZEI

SKIING ON THE GREEN GRASS
WITH THE RIGHT GEAR ON THE GRASS WITH THE SKI INTRUCTOR.
ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT (PAID ACTIVITY).
AUGUST 17 5 P.M.- VIGO

DOLOMITES HISTORY
GEOLOGY WORKSHOP FOR ADULTS TO LEARN EVERYTHING ABOUT
THE ROCKS OF VAL DI FASSA

Did you know that...
In 1894 on Sella Pass, a hotel–hospice opened, for pilgrims and
climbers. The owner was Carlo Valentini, and his name was given
to the refuge, that is near the pass, on the face over Fassa, along
the path that leaded to Gardena Valley. The structure, that had a
dining room and 25 beds spread in 16 rooms, during the first days
after its inauguration was photographed by Franz Dantone
Pascalin, from Canazei. The refuge had been built also thanks to
400 florins lent by SAT, as long as the yellow and blue flag and the
emblem of Società Alpinisti Tridentini would have been exposed.

AUGUST 18 9 A.M. - POZZA

CLIMBING IS FUN

INTRODUCTION TO CLIMBING FOR KIDS (7-14 YEARS OLD) WITH THE
ALPINE GUIDES

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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